
Maze Game



Mouse Maze Race

❖ This is a competition to see who can train the best mouse to solve the maze
❖ You’re welcome to base it off my instructions or design your own solution

❖ If you design your own solution it must
❖ Only use machine learning

❖ Only use voice input

❖ Remain in the boundaries of the maze



How it should work



Jump right into machine learning

No rule-based logic for this project



Making a ML Model

❖ Creating a machine learning model with Scratch involves four steps: 
1. Create Labels
2. Training
3. Testing
4. Scratch

❖ “Label” in machine learning represents the category of the data

❖ “Terms” in machine learning represents the data associated with each label



Machine learning model

❖ Create a new project on 
aicode101.com

❖ Call it “Make a Pet” or 
anything you prefer, and 
set the type to “Sounds”



Recording background noise

❖ Start with recording the background noise
❖ Be sure to remain quiet when recording



Recording your commands

❖Create and 
record all the 
commands you 
want to give to 
your mouse



Samples (example of commands)



Train your model



Test your training



Using your model in Scratch

Once the training is complete and you’re happy with the results, it’s time to apply your model



The Art

The maze 
backdrop is 

provided

Draw your own mouse

It can be anything you want as long as it 
has a different colour “nose” like a mouse 

Download the backdrop at:
files.aicode101.com/maze.png

https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.aicode101.com/maze.png


The Code - Start



The Code - Turning



The Code - Move

Mouses’ nose colour

Maze wall colour



Time to Race!

❖ See who can complete the maze the fastest!
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